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Tiny House 
Parigi, Kitoko Studio

L’appartamento si sviluppa in lunghezza e su un’intera parete è collocato un armadio in 
grado di modellare lo spazio. Infatti, il mobile è suddiviso in più scompartimenti, all’interno dei 
quali sono integrati e combinati un letto, una scala, un tavolo, degli sgabelli, che possono 
essere aperti e richiusi all’occorrenza. Questo permette di trasformare l’abitacolo di 8 mq ora 
in camera da letto, cucina o sala
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Norman Foster Foundation and Holcim reveal concrete emergency
housing prototype

Amina Amber | 17 May 2023

In this video produced for Holcim by Dezeen, Norman Foster introduces a housing
prototype for displaced people that the Norman Foster Foundation developed with
the building materials company and unveiled at the Venice Architecture Biennale.

The Essential Homes Research Project is a concept designed to sustainably
provide rapidly assembled housing for people displaced by natural and manmade
disasters.

Holcim and the Norman Foster Foundation have unveiled a housing prototype for
displaced people

The prototype was designed by the Norman Foster Foundation and realised by
Holcim using its materials.

The homes have been designed to offer a durable alternative to tent shelters in
order to withstand the elements. They can be built on-site in order to expedite
construction during emergencies.

The housing prototype was revealed during the Venice Architecture Biennale

The project responds to the fact that displaced people often end up living in
temporary accommodation for more than a decade and require homes that offer
safety and dignity.

"Disasters lead to the need for instant accommodation and camps – mostly tented
– offering scant protection from the elements," Foster said in an exclusive video
interview with Dezeen.

"What if there would be something that would be more permanent, more durable,
offering greater protection from the elements, but which could be realised very
quickly?"

The houses can be built on-site to speed up construction

The shelter comprises a catenary arch-shaped formwork over which a rollable
canvas containing a low-carbon cement mix is draped. After being sprayed with
water, the canvas dries and hardens, forming a solid shell.

"The canvas is impregnated with low-carbon cement," Foster said. "When you
spray it with water, it stiffens in a few hours."

"It's closer to a home than a shelter," he continued.

The shelters are made with Holcim's rollable low-carbon concrete

Edelio Bermejo, head of research and development at Holcim, expressed the
importance of sustainability in the video interview.

"An Essential Home is housing that provides safety, durability, dignity and
wellbeing, and all that built in a sustainable way – by integrating low-carbon
solutions, energy-efficient solutions and circular design principles," he said.

The homes can be linked with paths made from Holcim's ECOPact permeable
concrete tiles, which are made with luminescent aggregates that absorb light and
reflect it to enhance safety when light is scarce.

The shelters are designed to offer "safety, durability and dignity"

The homes are also built on top of a floor stabiliser made from construction and
demolition waste aggregates, which removes the need for excavation to further
speed up construction.

A real-size prototype of the housing concept has been presented during Venice
Architecture Biennale, which takes place from 20 May to 26 November 2023.

Partnership content
This video was produced by Dezeen for Holcim as part of a partnership. Find out
more about Dezeen partnership content here.
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Tema d’esame
L’ESERCITAZIONE D’ESAME PREVEDE LA PROGETTAZIONE DI UN SISTEMA 
ABITATIVO REALIZZATO ATTRAVERSO L’AGGREGAZIONE MODULARE DI UNITÀ DI 
BASE DATI: I CONTAINER. 



























L’ESAME È INDIVIDUALE. PER LA VALUTAZIONE FINALE SI TERRÀ CONTO DELLA PARTECIPAZIONE ALLE ATTIVITÀ DIDATTICHE. 
LE REVISIONI DEGLI ELABORATI SONO SVOLTE DURANTE LE ATTIVITÀ IN AULA. 

ELENCO CONTENUTI ELABORATI D’ESAME

Formato A3 plus 33x48 (verticale), resta fissa l’altezza (48 cm) mentre la dimensione in larghezza può aumentare 
(se il disegno non entra nei 33 cm), tavole senza squadratura, copertina in cartoncino nero con intestazione del 
corso e nome dello studente, book rilegato con anelli.

• TAV. 1 — STUDIO TIPOLOGICO E SCHIZZI 1:200
• TAV. 2 — PLANIMETRIA 1:100 CON PIANTA COPERTURE E SISTEMAZIONE ESTERNA + PROSPETTI
• TAV. 3 — PIANTA 1:50 CON QUOTE
• TAV. 4 — PIANTA RENDERIZZATA CON ARREDI
• TAV. 5 — SEZIONE COSTRUTTIVA E PARTICOLARI TECNOLOGICI DELL’ATTACCO A TERRA E DELLA 

COPERTURA
• TAV. 6 — RENDER

Modalità d’esame:







Tavola di progetto da: 
A.F. Ceccarelli, P. 
Villatico Campbell, 
Guida pratica alla 
progettazione, 2014, 
Maggioli Editore

ESEMPI DI RAPPRESENTAZIONE
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New container architecture. Linee guida e 30 casi studio
di Jure Kotnik
•Editore: Links Books
•Data di Pubblicazione: 14 luglio 2014
•EAN: 9788415492641
•ISBN: 8415492642
•Pagine: 300
•Formato: brossura
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